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You’ve devoted your career to building strength and 

pushing the boundaries to achieve optimum results. When 

it comes to building fitness, sports and leisure facilities, 

the same values exist.

Our mission is to work with you, to work harder and 

provide flooring solutions that will surpass your 

expectations. Think of  us as your personal trainers for 

superior flooring fitness.

We’re proud to be partnering with some of  the 

country’s leading fitness groups, while providing 

personalised support to specialist gym operators, 

sports clubs and leisure centres.

This booklet outlines the many variants of  the everroll® 

collection of  rubber flooring offering you a wealth of  

opportunities. 

We look forward to working with you and helping you 

achieve the result you’re looking for. That’s my personal 

promise to you.

Healthy regards,

Nicholas Anasson

General Manager

Welcome to
our commitment to better flooring performance

Run with the brand you can rely on
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Products
Admire the look, feel the energy

Fitness performance is all about 

resilience.  Bouncing back after 

a heavy workout.  Absorbing the 

impact. Pushing further to complete 

one more repetition, lift one more 

kilo, run one extra kilometre.  Such 

dedication mirrors the resilience 

of  everroll® rubber flooring from 

Regupol.

Here is a collection of  rubber 

flooring products which has been 

working out in Australian fitness 

and health clubs for more than 

20 years.  With featured benefits 

of  safety and comfort underfoot 

everroll® makes for a good 

flooring choice within leisure and 

aquatic centres. 

everroll® offers six distinctive 

product ranges, infused with 

fragments of  colour which  

harmonise with other flooring 

systems.  All of  the everroll® flooring 

products are homogeneous, have no 

wear layer and are PVC free.
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Our number one

Strength, endurance and good looks; these are the proven qualities 
of  everroll® Core. This remarkable flooring solution has been our 
number one preference of  fitness facilities around the world for 
some very good reasons. 
  
For starters everroll® Core is able to sustain high impact and 
endure heavy duty use. Offering a broad spectrum of  colours to 
coordinate with your corporate colour palette or design theme. 

everroll® Core comes in a range of  thicknesses matched to suit 
low impact and high impact activities.  Ask us for a colour sample 
to help select the optimum solution for your environment.

everroll® Core

Note: The everroll® collection of  rubber flooring is made  
from recycled materials, variations in the shading, EPDM 
and colour chip dispersion is normal.

everroll® Core Manaus

everroll® Core Palau

everroll® Core Melbourne

everroll® Core Amsterdam

everroll® Core Goa

everroll® Core Sidon

everroll® Core Berlin

everroll® Core Mons

Roll Length 40lm, 25lm, 20lm

Roll Width 1.25 metres

Product Data
Hexagons 600mm x 520mm

Tiles 600mm x 600mm

Planks 1200mm x 300mm

Thickness 4mm, 8mm, 12mm

AREAS OF APPLICATION  
Weights and Strength Training
Cross Fitness Training
Golf  Clubs and Driving Ranges
Ice and Roller Skating Rinks

Refer to the everroll® Product Selector for more applications
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Added colour for a well toned floor

We’ve taken our popular everroll® Core and gone even further, 
as two complimentary colours in each shade set a 
sophisticated tone to floors. Such an aesthetic could be 
just the effect you’re looking for in adding complexity 
and character.

Each colour variant comes alive with the colour 
infusion of  quality EPDM rubber particles. When 
it comes to performance, everroll® Tone exhibits 
the same resilience and resistance to heavy 
impact as our everroll® Core product. 

To tone up your floors with added resilience 
and energy, request a sample today to make 
an informed selection.

AREAS OF APPLICATION 
Ski Resorts
Stadiums and Arenas
Football Clubs
Bike Clubs

Refer to the everroll® Product Selector for more applications

Strong

Professional

Healthy

Rubber

Flooring

everroll® Tone

Note: The everroll® collection of  rubber flooring is made  
from recycled materials, variations in the shading, EPDM 
and colour chip dispersion is normal.

everroll® Tone Perth

everroll® Tone Auckland

everroll® Tone Kush

everroll® Tone Sydney

everroll® Tone Berlin

everroll® Tone Nome

everroll® Tone Goa

everroll® Tone Lhasa

Roll Length 40lm, 25lm, 20lm

Roll Width 1.25 metres

Product Data
Hexagons 600mm x 520mm

Tiles 600mm x 600mm

Planks 1200mm x 300mm

Thickness 4mm, 8mm, 12mm
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Bring some colour to your feet

With its added infusion of  colour everroll® Vitality stretches the 
colour pallet without stretching your budget. 

The vital ingredient is the combination of  equal volumes of  EPDM 
with tough eco-preferred rubber. Such colour intensity can be used 
to create specific zones or distinguish areas within your fitness 
facility. 

This is a product that offers greater comfort underfoot and 
performs with impressive grip even when wet. 

Ask us for a colour sample and then add some vitality to your 
venue.

everroll® Vitality
everroll® Vitality Berlin

everroll® Vitality Nome

everroll® Vitality Kush

everroll® Vitality Goa

Note: The everroll® collection of  rubber flooring is made  
from recycled materials, variations in the shading, EPDM 
and colour chip dispersion is normal.

Roll Length 40lm

Roll Width 1.25 metres

Product Data
Hexagons 600mm x 520mm

Tiles 600mm x 600mm

Planks 1200mm x 300mm

Thickness 4mm

AREAS OF APPLICATION  
Locker and Change Rooms
Hotel, Spas and Resorts
Schools and Universities
Games and Party Rooms

Refer to the everroll® Product Selector for more applications
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The look of granite, the feel of rubber

With everroll® Intensity Regupol has created a floor with a 
split personality. Intensity evokes the look of  granite, yet 
underfoot it has the feel of  rubber. 

Your members will have added spring in their step 
and will feel reassuring levels of  grip which is 
vital for safety. This makes everoll® Intensity the 
flooring of  choice for a broad range of  leisure 
facilities and aquatic centres.

When you request a sample, you’ll no doubt 
admire the colour. But take the time to run 
your fingers across it and feel the resilience.

AREAS OF APPLICATION 
Cardio and Circuit Rooms
Leisure and Aquatic Centres
Swimming Pool Surrounds
Child Care Centres

Refer to the everroll® Product Selector for more applications

everroll® Intensity

Safe

Healthy

Anti-Slip

Rubber

Flooring

everroll® Intensity Berlin

everroll® Intensity Nome

everroll® Intensity Mons

everroll® Intensity Jakarta

everroll® Intensity Kypros

everroll® Intensity Island

Note: The everroll® collection of  rubber flooring is made  
from recycled materials, variations in the shading, EPDM 
and colour chip dispersion is normal.

Roll Length 40lm

Roll Width 1.25 metres

Product Data
Hexagons 600mm x 520mm

Tiles 600mm x 600mm

Planks 1200mm x 300mm

Thickness 4mm
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everroll ®

Think of us as your 

personal trainers 

for superior 

flooring fitness.
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Colour you’ll feel comfortable with 

You seek a flooring solution with a subtle yet sophisticated infusion 
of  colour. Yet that same floor must meet commercial realities and 
deliver value over the long term and achieve long life. What do you 
choose?

everroll® Active achieves precisely what the name suggests. It offers 
the high elastic strength and impact resistance you demand, and 
has the ability to quell excess noise levels better than timber or 
vinyl floors. Equally uplifting is a colour selection to compliment 
your design theme or corporate persona.

Ask us for a sample in your preferred colour, and feel the energy 
return and resilience.

everroll® Active
everroll® Active Berlin

everroll® Active Nome

everroll® Active Kush

everroll® Active Goa

everroll® Active Mons

Note: The everroll® collection of  rubber flooring is made  
from recycled materials, variations in the shading, EPDM 
and colour chip dispersion is normal.

everroll® Active Oslo

Roll Length 40lm

Roll Width 1.25 metres

Product Data
Hexagons 600mm x 520mm

Tiles 600mm x 600mm

Planks 1200mm x 300mm

Thickness 4mm

AREAS OF APPLICATION  
Cafe Areas
Reception and Office Spaces
Retail Shops
Community and Sports Centres

Refer to the everroll® Product Selector for more applications
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Vibrant shades that reshape design

We’ve amped up the colour for added vibrancy in a flooring 
solution that will add shape and structure to your floors.

The colour intensity comes from the high percentage 
of  fine particle EPDM rubber granules infused 
throughout the product. 

Such a strong hit of  colour could be just what 
you need to identify specific areas within your 
gym or leisure facility. You can define a running 
track, mark and distinguish areas, maybe even 
integrate your logo into the flooring design. 
In this way, everroll® Shape can reshape your 
floors, and your facility.

To truly appreciate the vivid colour selection, 
ask us for a sample or two.

AREAS OF APPLICATION 
Spin Rooms
Reception Areas
Leisure Areas
Community Areas

Refer to the everroll® Product Selector for more applications

everroll® Shape

Strong

Resistant

Flexible

Rubber

Flooring

everroll® Shape Kush

everroll® Shape Goa

everroll® Shape Berlin

everroll® Shape Nome

everroll® Shape Manaus

everroll® Shape Palau

everroll® Shape Amsterdam

everroll® Shape Mons

everroll® Shape Oslo

Note: The everroll® collection of  rubber flooring is made  
from recycled materials, variations in the shading, EPDM 
and colour chip dispersion is normal.

Roll Length 40lm

Roll Width 1.25 metres

Product Data
Hexagons 600mm x 520mm

Tiles 600mm x 600mm

Planks 1200mm x 300mm

Thickness 4mm
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Here is a flooring solution that not only ensures comfort. The 
cushioning effects of  everroll® Composite Flooring provides many long 
term benefits.

With a durable wear layer underscored by a shock-absorbent 
underlay, everroll® Composite Flooring provides excellent 
shock and sound absorbing qualities. Such attributes 
are vital in environments where active bodies often 
come in contact with the floor and with high impact. 

Ask today for a sample and feel the difference.
High 

Quality

Flooring

Produces

No Dust

Comfortable and flexible rubber flooring systems

Composite Flooring

everroll ®

Roll Width 1.25 metres

Product Data Thickness 8mm + 4mm (12mm), 10mm + 4mm (14mm)

AREAS OF APPLICATION 
Aerobic Floors
Pilates and Yoga Studios
Group Fitness
Children’s Crèche

Refer to the everroll® Product Selector for more applications
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Design Centre
In a fitness or leisure facility, the interplay of  colours, light and 
texture is important in creating the right environment. Design not 
only projects your corporate or individual persona. It welcomes 
customers into your venue and provides an ambience in which they’ll 
want to stay longer, and workout harder.

Let us work with you in helping you coordinate colours and products 
to create the right look. We can even integrate designs and logos, or 
grid lines and shapes that form floor plans for particular activities, 
though minimum quantities do apply. 

Talk to us and let us amaze you.

everroll®  EPDM Colour Selector

Brick Red

Orange

Slate Grey

Citrus Yellow

Rainbow Blue

Patina Green

Pearl White

Sky Blue

Turquoise Blue

Black

Brown

Teal

Reseda Green

Light Grey

Capri Blue

Earth Yellow

Signal Green

Eggshell

Dove Blue

Rainbow Green

Violet

Beige

Rose

May Green

EXAMPLE
+ =+
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Colour Range
everroll ®

everroll®  Intensity

everroll®  Core

everroll®  Tone

everroll®  Vitality

everroll®  Active

Berlin Nome KushGoa

Berlin Nome Mons

Berlin Nome KushGoa

Berlin MonsSidonGoa ManausPalau AmsterdamMelbourne

Berlin Nome KushGoa

Manaus

Palau AmsterdamMons

Berlin AucklandGoaNome SydneyKush Perth

everroll®  Shape

Lhasa

MonsOslo

Jakarta Kypros Island

Oslo

everroll®  Shape
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Application

 Thickness 4mm 8mm 12mm 4mm 11-14mm

 Weights & Strength Training  

 Spin Rooms     

 Cardio & Circuit Rooms    

 Cross Fitness Training  

 Group Fitness Rooms     

 Yoga & Pilates Studios     

 Locker & Change Rooms     

 Community & Sport Centres     

 Swimming Pool Surrounds 

 Schools & Universities    

 Child Care Centres    

 Games & Party Rooms  

 Theme Parks   

 Golf  Clubs & Driving Ranges  

 Ice & Roller Skating Rinks   

 Ski Resorts  

 Stadiums & Arenas  

 Athletic Clubs  

 Football Clubs  

 Bike Clubs  

 Reception & Office Spaces     

 Retail Shops     

Note:  This is a guide only to selecting the right product for your application.  For high traffic areas or commercial applications it 
is recommended to use the thicker product option.  It is recommended that you check with one of  your Regupol Team Members 
for confirmation of  the right product for your area.  

Please check the fire and slip classifications for your building to match with the everroll® rubber flooring material type that is 
suitable for your project - see downloads www.regupol.com.au

everroll® Product Selector Guide
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Product Info

Product Catalogue

GECA Environmental
Product Certification

Installation Guidelines

Slip Resistance

Tender Text

Specify everroll® with 
NATSPEC

Cleaning Guidelines

Fire Resistance

Warranty Terms & 
Conditions of  Sale

Case Studies

ABN 97 094 053 399

155 Smeaton Grange Road
SMEATON GRANGE NSW 2567

Ph:    02 4624 0050
Fax:   02 4647 4403

Email: sales@regupol.com.au
Website: www.regupol.com.au V
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REG-2015
GECA 25-2011 v2

Floor Coverings

Download product information
at www.regupol.com.au


